
Program Analyis and Verification

Assignment 1

Lattices and Abstract Interpretation

Due date: Sep. 2nd 10 am

Instructions: Page limit: 10 pages (i.e., 5 sheets) hand-written, or 5 pages (2.5 sheets) printed.

Any answers or parts of answers beyond the page limit will not be graded. If writing by hand, write

neatly without any striking out, etc. Please write your name, and submission date and time on top of

the 1st page, and submit by slipping under the door of Prof. K. V. Raghavan (Room 232, CSA). Any

delayed submissions will attract penalties as described in the introductory slide deck. Each of you must

work completely individually on the assignment.

Problem 1. Prove or disprove: A lattice is complete iff it has both a least and a greatest element.

Problem 2. Let (D,≤) be a partial order with a greatest element >, and let f : D → D be a monotonic

function on (D,≤). Let u ∈ D be the lub of a non-empty set of fixpoints of f . Argue that the interval

[u,>] is closed wrt f .

Problem 3. Let (D,≤) be a lattice, and f : D → D a function. Consider the following notions of

distributivity:

� (Join-Distributivity) For all x, y ∈ D, f(x t y) = f(x) t f(y).

� (Meet-Distributivity) For all x, y ∈ D, f(x u y) = f(x) u f(y).

Prove or disprove: f is join-distributive iff it is meet-distributive.

Problem 4. Let C,D be a pair of complete lattices, and let (α : C → D, γ : D → C) be a pair of maps

that induce a Galois connection between the two lattices. Let fMN ,C : C → C be a given transfer func-

tion for an edge MN using the C lattice. We define the most precise transfer function fbestMN ,D : D → D

wrt fMN ,C , intuitively, as follows: It is the function which (a) for each value d ∈ D, returns the “best”

(i.e., lowest) possible value in D, (b) is an abstraction of fMN ,C , and (c) is monotonic.

Give an expression in terms of fMN ,C , α and γ that is equal to fbestMN ,D(d)

Problem 5. The objective of this problem is to define an abstract interpretation based on inter-

vals, which generalizes the constant propagation analysis discussed in class. By an “interval” we mean

a range of real numbers. For example the interval [−1, 3] denotes the set of reals between -1 and

3 (both extremes inclusive). We also allow interval bounds of −∞ and ∞ with the obvious mean-

ing. In the interval-based analysis the lattice consists of elements that are functions from the set

of variables to the set of intervals, plus a ⊥ element (which is not a function). Thus for example

{(x, [−1, 3]), (y, [3, 3]), (z, [−∞, 2]), (w, [−∞,∞])} would be an element of this lattice.



1. Describe the interval-analysis complete lattice formally. That is, describe the ordering relation,

the join operation, and the least and greatest elements.

2. Illustrate a portion of this lattice using an (abridged) Hasse diagram, for the case of a single

variable x.

3. Define transfer functions for statements of the form “x = y - z” and for both branches of con-

ditionals of the form “if (x == y)”. Describe these transfer functions as formally and mathe-

matically as you can. Your transfer functions should be correct, i.e., should be abstractions of the

corresponding nstate’ functions, and should also be most-precise wrt the nstate’ functions.

Problem 6. This problem is about comparing the “interval” analysis introduced in the previous

problem and the CP analysis. Let us denote the intervals-analysis transfer function that you provided

above for “x = y - z” as f INminus , and let us denote the CP transfer function for the same statement (as

defined in the class slides) as fCP
minus .

1. Define a pair of functions (α, γ) between the CP and the intervals lattices such that this pair of

functions form a Galois function, and such that with the “most precise” transfer functions on both

sides the CP analysis is a consistent abstraction of the interval analysis.

You need to show only the definitions of α and γ for this part. Define these functions as formally

as possible, e.g., as done in the class slides.

2. Does there exist any element d of CP such that γ(fCP
minus(d)) > f INminus(γ(d))? If yes, show the

element. If not, argue informally why not.

3. Does there exist any element c of the intervals lattice such that α(f INminus(c)) < fCP
minus(α(c))? If

yes, show the element. If not, argue informally why not.

4. Show a simple program, with no input statements and no uses of uninitialized variables, such that

at some program point p in the program:

γCP (CP JOP at p with initial state ∅) > γIN (intervals JOP at p with initial state >IN )

where γIN maps elements of the intervals lattice to 2State , and >IN is the element that maps every

variable to the interval [−∞,∞].
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